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Vision: Create value as a customer-focused partner in 

business results

Make Effective 

Financial 

Management a 

DON Priority

Sharpen the 

Role of 

Finance

Build a Team 

that Delivers 

Results

Provide 

Meaningful 

Information to 

Decision 

Makers

10.  Develop a 

finance team 

with the right 

mix of skills, 

competencies & 

professional 

advancement 

opportunities.

11.  Build a 

finance 

organization that 

attracts & retains 

talent.

7.  Develop 

systems that 

support the 

partnership 

between finance 

& operations.

8.  Reengineer 

processes for 

efficiency, 

especially in 

conjunction with 

new technology.

9.  Translate 

financial data 

into meaningful 

information.

4.  Assess the 

finance 

organization’s 

current role in 

meeting mission 

objectives.

5.  Maximize the 

efficiency of day-

to-day financial  

activities.

6.  Organize 

finance to add 

value.

1.  Build a 

foundation of 

control & 

accountability.

2. Provide clear 

strong executive 

leadership.

3.  Use training 

to change the 

culture & 

engage 

managers & 

staff.

Fiscal Stewardship, Financial Transparency and High Quality Financial Data

To Support Better and More Timely Business Decisions 

· Technology

· Process

•Leadership

•Culture

•Organization

•Customer

•Technology

•Process
•People

SUCCESS 

FACTORS

PRACTICES

GOALS
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Question:

In your vision, you talked about business results and 
decisions.

• Where are we on making that happen for DON in 
terms of audit?
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FY Key Events

2008 Asserted audit readiness on Statement of Budgetary Resources 

(SBR)

2009-11 Disclaimer (Scope Limitation) (SBR)

2012 Unqualified Opinion (Schedule of Budgetary Activity (SBA)

**Rescinded due to auditor concerns with DFAS suspense account procedures as part

of the FY14 audit. DoDIG issued a memo on 14 Jun 2016 announcing that the FY12

audit would not be re-opened.

2013 SBA Audit complete, no opinion issued

**DoDIG issued a memo on 9 Aug 2016 announcing that the review and issuance of 

an opinion on the FY13 audit would distract from current audit readiness efforts

2014 Disclaimer of Opinion

**Due to auditor concerns with suspense accounts

2015 Audit was terminated for the convenience of the government prior 

to the issuance of an opinion

2016 Remediation and Full Financial Statement Preparation

2017 Full Financial Statement Audit

USMC Audit Journey
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Road to “First” Clean Opinions

Number of timely, clean, and disclaimer audits received in 
each year government agencies submitted audited financial 
statements (CFO Act of 1990 requirement).

Year Timely Clean Disclaimer

1996 6 6 13

1997 13 11 8

1998 15 12 8

1999 19 15 5

2000 24 19 3*

* Agriculture (clean opinion 2002), Agency of International 
Development (clean opinion 2003), Defense. Homeland 
Security added in 2003 (clean opinion 2013)
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Why Aren’t We Ready Now?

• Systems & processes don’t align at the enterprise level. 
Consequently DON cannot track dollars from cradle to 
grave, perform the enterprise reconciliations required, 
and explain controls.  

• Poor fiscal discipline:

From an audit perspective we have decentralized and non-

standard business processes and IT.

Poor control / oversight over 3rd parties (e.g., DLA, DISA, 

DFAS). 

Major cultural & internal control challenges (“following the rules 
all the time”)   

• Lack of standardized and complete documentation  
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Question:

In your vision, you talked about building a foundation of 
control and accountability.

• So what do you think it is going to take for USMC 
and Navy to get through audit?
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USMC Lessons Learned

• Senior leadership and functional community 
engagement are key

• Rigors of audit and remediation efforts strengthen 
business processes and internal controls

• Audit drives enterprise wide IT visibility and efficiencies; 
fewer systems are better

• Oversight and active engagement with Service 
Providers is imperative

• Robust internal control program necessary to sustain 
audit gains
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What Will It Take?

• Systems: Need to simplify, prioritize and do the best we 
can with what we have until modernized.

• Business Process Improvement: Build modern, 
standard business practices that streamline activity and 
provide process rigor.

• Controls: Enforce existing controls and refine/improve to 
address enterprise, organizational, and process risks.

Provide decision makers with useful information

Simplify audit

• Cultural Change: It isn’t enough to change the 
mechanics of the process, we need to change how we 
see the process.

All These Actions Improve Stewardship
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STARS to SABRS

• Case for change (or, why do this to ourselves?)

STARS is not fully compliant with Federal Financial Managers 

Improvement Act of 1996 and cannot be made so economically

USMC has been under audit since 2009 and the IPA did not 

identify material weaknesses in the SABRS

Alternatives to SABRS were cost prohibitive

• ASN(FM&C) Decision, May 2015

Move all the remaining BSOs that use STARS to SABRS

Migrated DON/AA in FY16

Migrated Commander Navy Installations Command, Field Support 

Activity, Navy Intelligence Activity in FY17

Migrating BUPERS and Navy Special Warfare Command in FY18

Migrate the remaining BSOs in FY19
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STARS to SABRS

• Feeder System Consolidation

Single up variety of BSO-specific feeder system

Consolidate FISCAM CAPs under single accountable office

Enforce standard business practices across BSOs

o Especially account provisioning and management

• Governance

Single governance framework for General Ledger and Core 

Financial/Feeder System 

So how hard could this be?
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STARS to SABRS: Systems

• Working to implement SABRS with little or no change to 

the core system

SABRS is audit proven

Not creating a Navy version of the system

• Key Issue - BSOs have each tailored feeder systems to 

their own business practices

To minimize change management challenge we have 

connected the two main feeders to SABRS

Urgent need to further consolidate to a single feeder system
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STARS to SABRS: Controls

• Strong internal controls built into SABRS

Segregation of duties 

o Separate authorization and spending roles

Funds receipt and distribution including PBIS interface

Receipt and acceptance actions must be documented for 

MILSTRIP purchases
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STARS to SABRS: BPI/BPR

• When your bias is against system changes, the 

alternative is to change processes 

• Standardization across BSOs using SABRS

• Enhanced management reporting tools

Only beginning to use them to their greatest potential

• Tightly coupled management reporting tools

SMARTS Data Warehouse - On-Demand Financial Operations 

Key Performance Metrics
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STARS to SABRS: Culture

• Must align the effort to an overarching vision

Make effective financial management a priority

Sharpen the role of finance

Provide meaningful information to (and for) decision making

Build teams that deliver results

Nothing happens without commitment- up, down, & out
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Takeways

• Audit requires a sustained effort to achieve effective 
results of approximately 5-7 years.

• Compliance with Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles must be demonstrated through:

Transactions

Documentation

 Internal Controls

• Audit requires top-down support and bottom-up initiative 
to restructure processes, rationalize systems, and find/ 
close material weaknesses and NFRs. Audit issues are 
“fix now” vs “POM it.”

• Audit requires rapid learning but also patience, practice, 
and oversight of disciplined processes.


